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ABSTRACT
The exosome functions to regulate the cellular transcriptome through RNA biogenesis, surveillance,
and decay. Mutations in Dis3, a catalytic subunit of the RNA exosome with separable endonuclease
and exonuclease activities, are linked to multiple myeloma. Here we report that a cancer-associated
DIS3 allele, dis3E729K, provides evidence for DIS3 functioning in mitotic fidelity in yeast. This dis3E729K

allele does not induce defects in 7S→5.8S rRNA processing, although it elicits a requirement for P-body
function. While it does not significantly influence cell cycle progression alone, the allele reduces the
efficiency of cell cycle arrest in strains with defects in kinetochore assembly. Finally, point mutations in
the exonuclease domains of yeast Dis3 elicit genome instability phenotypes; however, these DIS3
mutations do not increase DNA damage or RNA processing defects that lead to the accumulation of
polyadenylated RNA in the nucleus. These data suggest that specific DIS3 activities support mitotic
fidelity in yeast.
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Introduction

Dis3 is one of two catalytic components, along with
Rrp6, of the eukaryotic RNA exosome complex. Dis3
is a 3ʹ-5ʹ exonuclease and endonuclease that is con-
served from bacteria to humans, and participates in
the processing and degradation of many RNA species
[1] .DIS3mutants suffer from impaired RNA proces-
sing, defective microtubules, growth retardation, and
temperature sensitivity [2–4]. Dis3 also participates in
kinetochore assembly in Schizosaccharomyces pombe
by contributing to pericentromeric chromatin silen-
cing [4]. Most recently, studies in Drosophila melano-
gaster andCaenorhabditis elegans revealed that Dis3 is
a target of CDK1 phosphorylation, and this phos-
phorylation reduces the Dis3 exonuclease function
in the G2 phase of the cell cycle [5]. Having multiple
enzymatic activities, contributing to almost all aspects
of RNA metabolism, and showing pleiotropic pheno-
types upon mutation has made the mechanisms by
which Dis3 contributes to each phenotype difficult to
determine.

Delineating the impact of DIS3 perturbation has
become of medical importance over the past dec-
ade as DIS3 mutations have been identified in

roughly 11% of multiple myeloma (MM) patients,
particularly within the exonuclease domain
[6]. MM is a genetically heterogeneous plasma
cell neoplasm, responsible for 10–15% of all
blood malignancies, and is characterized by activa-
tion ofMYC, KRAS, NRAS, and FGFR3 in addition
to a host of recurrent aneuploidies, including loss
of 13q14 and 17p13 [6–8]. Reduction-of-function
mutations in DIS3 seem to arise early in tumor-
igenesis, implicating DIS3 as a potential tumor-
suppressor gene [7].

Genome instability is a hallmark of many can-
cers, which provides cancer cells with enhanced
evolutionary capacity by increasing the potential
for sequence and karyotypic changes [9]. Genome
instability can be subdivided into microsatellite
instability (MIN) and chromosome instability
(CIN), which induce increases in mutation rate
and the rate of aneuploidy, respectively [10]. CIN
is generally characterized by whole chromosome
gain or loss, recurrent breakage events and/or
gross chromosomal rearrangements [11]. Due to
the inherent molecular complexity of these events,
the cellular circuits that sustain these phenotypes
remain to be fully characterized. Large screens
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using model organisms such as Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae have allowed for the comprehensive identi-
fication of genes and pathways that when
disrupted cause CIN [12,13]. Having identified
a temperature sensitive (ts) allele of DIS3 among
the novel hits, the challenge is to now understand
the mechanisms by which Dis3 and the many
other identified factors contribute to the mainte-
nance of genome stability.

Towards this goal, we have phenotypically charac-
terized a yeast strain harbouring a Dis3 mutation
(E729K) that is orthologous to a human mutation
(E665K) first identified in a myeloma sequencing
study [7]. Analysis by synthetic genetic array (SGA)
identified synthetic growth defects between this DIS3
mutant and spindle assembly checkpoint proteins and
kinetochore components. The dis3E729K mutant has
been studied alongside control strains that are tem-
perature sensitive or have endonuclease or exonu-
clease deficiency; these strains have allowed us to
specifically link Dis3 exonuclease domain function
to chromosome stability, with exonuclease mutants
exhibiting reduced fitness and increased CIN.
Together these data link genome maintenance to the
DIS3 exonuclease domain through a mechanism
likely involving the mitotic chromosome segregation
apparatus.

Results and discussion

Characterization of DIS3 alleles

Previously, a DIS3-temperature sensitive (ts) allele,
dis3-ts, was found to exhibit a weak chromosome
transmission fidelity (ctf) phenotype [14,15]. We
sequenced the dis3-ts allele to investigate this phe-
notype with respect to Dis3 activity but found that
dis3-ts carries 10 non-synonymous variants
throughout the length of the gene (Figure 1(a)).
As a result, it is difficult to link the ctf phenotype
associated with this allele to any particular Dis3
domain or activity, or assess the relevance of these
findings to the phenotypes of cancer cells carrying
DIS3 mutations. Thus, we engineered a disease-
relevant single point mutation into budding yeast
DIS3 to investigate the influence of this mutation,
in comparison to dis3-ts.

We chose a poorly-characterized multiple mye-
loma-associated point mutation, human dis3E665K,

that is located within the exonuclease domain of
Dis3. In yeast, dis3E729K is orthologous to the human
E665Kmutation and likely to be deleterious according
to PredictSNP [16,17]. Analysis of a Dis3 crystal struc-
ture shows that the E729 sidechain can make
a hydrogen bond contact with the guanidino moiety
of R688 (Figure 1(b)) [18]. The E729K substitution
would disrupt this bond, and change an acidic residue
for a basic residue, which is likely to distort and/or
destabilize this region of theRNBdomain. In addition,
we employed two control strains bearing mutations
that inactivate either the endonuclease (dis3-ENDO;
D91N, E120Q, D171N, and D198N), or the exonu-
clease (dis3-EXO; D551N) activity of Dis3 [19]. These
strains carry the mutantDIS3 allele on a plasmid with
the genomic copy of DIS3 deleted; for this reason,
a plasmid-borne version of wildtype DIS3 is used as
an additional control (‘pDIS3-WT’). As expected, and
in agreement with previous studies [2], dis3-EXO suf-
fers from a growth defect at all tested temperatures,
while dis3-ENDO appears to maintain near wildtype
growth under these conditions (Figure 1(c)).
Comparing the growth of these strains to dis3-ts and
dis3E729K revealed that dis3E729K exhibits considerable
temperature sensitivity (Figure 1(c)). It is notable that
dis3-EXO also corresponds to a recurrent mutation
observed in multiple myeloma [17].

Genomic profiling of the cancer-associated dis3e729k

indicates mitotic defects

We wished to determine if this cancer-associated
DIS3 point mutation (i.e. dis3E729K) induced cellular
defects similar to those previously reported for dis3-
ts. An unbiased way to identify cellular pathways
depending on Dis3 function is through genetic inter-
action profiling by synthetic genetic array (SGA)
[20]. We predicted that genes in pathways that are
buffering specific defects in DIS3 mutants would
appear as negative interactions in the SGA data.
We profiled both the dis3-ts and dis3E729K alleles, as
this would facilitate a direct comparison with pre-
viously reported DIS3 SGA datasets (collected from
a different DIS3 allele). As well, we anticipated that
the comparison would allow us to determine if the
difference in the fitness of these mutants (i.e. tem-
perature sensitivity at 37°C) represents a difference
in the cellular effects of dis3-ts versus dis3E729K, or
simply difference in severity of the same phenotypes.
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We screened these two alleles against the yeast
deletion collection comprised of non-essential gene
knockouts, and collections of DAmP (Decreased
Abundance by mRNA Perturbation) and ts-alleles
representing >80% of all essential genes [21–23]. In
total, dis3-ts and dis3E729K had candidate negative
genetic interactions surpassing our cut-off with 94
and 99 genes, respectively (Figure 2(a), Table S1).
We compared these gene lists to that published as
part of a large scale study for dis3-1 [20]. At the level
of individual genes, there is little overlap in the genes
identified as negative genetic interactors of DIS3

between the tested alleles. However, at the level
gene ontology (GO) cellular components, all three
DIS3 alleles elicit general genetic interactions with
nuclear components, while dis3-ts and dis3-1 speci-
fically enrich for components of the exosome and
those involved in ribosome biogenesis, a known
function of Dis3 [24] (Figure 2(b) and Table S2). In
contrast, dis3E729K and dis3-ts enrich specifically for
components of the spindle pole body/microtubule
organizing centre. The shared GO terms found
between dis3-ts and the other two alleles suggests
that the numerous point mutations in dis3-ts may
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Figure 1. Characterization of DIS3 separation-of-function, cancer-associated and ts-alleles. (a) Structure of major DIS3 domains, with
the non-synonymous mutations in dis3-ENDO, dis3-EXO, dis3E729K, and dis3-ts indicated. Red flags indicate mutations predicted to be
deleterious by PredictSNP; blue flags indicate predicted neutral mutations [16]. (b) Structure of Dis3 protein highlighting the E729
residue. The RNB domain is coloured grey, while the N-terminus is coloured gold. A zoomed inset of the helices containing E729 and
its hydrogen bonding partner R668 are shown on the right (a green dashed line shows the predicted H-bond) [18]. (c) Ten-fold serial
dilution spots of wildtype controls versus DIS3 mutants. Plates were incubated at the indicated temperature for 2 days prior to
scanning.
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be impact multiple Dis3 functions, while dis3-1 and
dis3E729K have interactions that are restricted to
more discrete activities. We validated synthetic sick
genetic interactions between dis3E729K and several
SGA hits with diverse functions, including mutants
involved in ribosome biogenesis (nop2-5, bms1-1),
and mitotic mutants influencing the kinetochore
(e.g. dam1-1, spc24 4–2, mif2-3), the Anaphase
Promoting Complex (apc2-1), or the spindle pole
body (cdc31-2) with spot dilution plating assays
(Figure 2(c) and noted in Table S1). Together, the
high-resolution phenotypes provided by these SGA
screens suggests allele specificity amongst DIS3
mutants and that dis3E729K is genetically linked to
the mitotic chromosome segregation apparatus.

DIS3 mutations induce distinct RNA processing
defects

Given that the SGA results for dis3E729K revealed
different GO term enrichments compared with dis3-
1 or dis3-ts, we wished to assess if this allele would

exhibit RNA processing or degradation defects that
have been previously reported in DIS3 loss-of-
function mutants. We performed northern blotting
to address 5.8S RNAmaturation in our panel of DIS3
mutants. As expected based on the literature and SGA
screen results, we observed substantial accumulation
of 5.8S processing intermediates and precursors in
dis3-ts and dis3-EXO at 37°C. In contrast we observed
essentially wildtype 5.8S processing in dis3E729K and
dis3-ENDO (Figure 3(a)). This is consistent with the
SGA results, as rRNA processing related terms were
abundant in the dis3-ts (Table S2) and dis3-1 datasets,
yet were not enriched in the dis3E729K data. Notably,
dis3E729K has strong growth defects at 37°C, suggest-
ing that these growth defects arise for reasons other
than changes in 5.8S rRNA processing.

Since 5.8S is just one of many transcripts engaged
by Dis3, we sought a more general assay to measure
cellular stress in these mutant strains. Cellular stress is
known to induce requirements for parallel RNA
degradation activities localized in cytoplasmic
Processing-bodies (P-bodies) [25,26]. When we
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Figure 2. Genomic profiling of dis3E729K and dis3-ts indicates potential mitotic defects. (a) Overall results showing negative genetic
interactions from two screens in this study, and the published dis3-1 SGA screen [20]. (b) Analysis of gene ontology terms among
three gene lists reveals specialization of DIS3 mutant allele phenotypes. (c) Spot-dilution assay validations of negative genetic
interactions between spc24 or dam1 mutant alleles with dis3E729K.
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deleted a P-body component andmRNA 5ʹ decapping
factor, LSM1, we found that the dis3-ts and dis3E729K

fitness defects were greatly enhanced at 37°C, with
dis3-ts also showing a clear growth defect at 34°C
(Figure 3(b)). In support of ongoing cellular stress,
all DIS3 mutants were found to exhibit enhanced
P-body formation based on Lsm1-GFP localization
in the absence of exogenous stress (Figure 3(c)), but
dis3E729K had the lowest levels, more similar to that of
the dis3-ENDO allele. These data further support the
idea that dis3E729K has a weaker general RNA proces-
sing defect compared to other exonuclease mutants
and/or may be impacting a discrete function of Dis3.
Interestingly, loss of LSM1 has also been linked to
genome instability through at least two mechanisms:

one study suggested the P-bodies regulate the levels of
histone mRNA during replication [27], while another
study showed that P-bodies regulates the transcrip-
tional repressor YOX1, leading to oxidative stress and
DNA damage in lsm1Δ [28]. Whether these pheno-
types are relevant to the observed genetic interactions
with DIS3 mutants are unknown, although the DNA
damage phenotypes in lsm1Δ strains are not seen in
our DIS3 mutants (see below).

Finally, since temperature sensitive dis3 alleles, and
other exosome mutants, have been reported to accu-
mulate poly(A)-RNA in the nucleolus at the non-
permissive temperature [29], we asked whether this
phenotype is present in dis3E729K . Fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) revealed that poly(A)-RNA
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Figure 3. RNA processing phenotypes of DIS3 alleles. (a) Northern blot of 5.8S rRNA maturation products in early-log phase cultures. The
top panel is a 15 second exposure after hybridization with a 5.8S rRNA-specific probe, and bottom panel is an ethidium bromide stained
gel demonstrating RNA loading. (b) Spot dilution assays showing genetic interaction of dis3-ts and dis3E729K with loss of the P-body
component Lsm1. (c) Representative images (left) and quantification (right) of Lsm1-GFP labelled P-body formation in DIS3mutant alleles.
Arrows indicate representative foci. **** indicates a p < 0.0001 via a Fisher exact test with Holm-Bonferroni correction.
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accumulation after a 37°C temperature shift was spe-
cific to dis3-ts and did not occur appreciably in dis3-
ENDO, dis3-EXO, or dis3E729K (Figure S1). Similarly,
probes directed against the 5.8S rRNA and second
internal transcribed spacer sequence (ITS2) region of
the rRNA precursor transcript showed defects in
rRNA processing in dis3-ts through a decrease in the
nucleolar signals for both probes, which is not
observed in the other mutants. Thus, while dis3-EXO
and dis3-ts exhibited defects in 5.8S rRNA processing
(Figure 3(a)), these changes were not accompanied by
poly(A)-RNA accumulation or strong alterations in
nucleolar staining with 5.8S rRNA or ITS2 probes in
dis3-EXO. These differences again suggest that Dis3
functions within the cell are differentially perturbed at
37°C by the mutations present in the tested alleles.

Thedis3e729k allele alters cell cycle progression in the
context of kinetochore deficiency

The observed phenotypic differences amongst these
DIS3 alleles in the context of our SGA analysis indi-
cates that cell cycle functions, particularly during ana-
phase, are involved in the maintenance of cellular
fitness in dis3E729K and dis3-ts. In order to assess
anaphase integrity in these mutants, we plated the
DIS3mutant strains on solidmedia containingmicro-
tubule poisons (benomyl and nocodazole). Both dis3-
ts and dis3E729K showed resistance to benomyl

(Figure 4(a)), and this was also evident on nocodazole
plates for dis3-ts (Table 1). Previous work by Smith
et al. demonstrated a benomyl and nocodazole sensi-
tivity inmtr17-1 [3], anotherDIS3 temperature sensi-
tivity allele, which is similar to the sensitivity seen in
dis3-EXO at 30°C (Figure 4(a)). To further character-
ize this set ofDIS3 alleles, we exposed strains to a range
of stresses, including DNA damaging agents (MMS),
disruptors of DNA replication (hydroxyurea),
a nucleotide poison (5-fluorouracil), and
a topoisomerase poison (camptothecin). A summary
of these results is shown in Table 1. In general, DIS3
alleles had similar sensitivity toWT, or exhibited slight
resistance to these stress treatments. Cumulatively,
these data suggest that DNA damage sensitivity is
not impacted by Dis3 mutations and confirms that
mitotic function is likely dysregulated in DIS3
mutants, which results in varied sensitivities tomicro-
tubule poisons.

To begin to investigate the underlying cellular con-
ditions that could be conferring the noted benomyl
resistance, we first tested the budding index of dis3-ts
and dis3E729K. These DIS3 mutants exhibited small
but significant increases in the proportion of large-
budded cells suggesting a G2/M delay (Figure 4(b)).
We next combined the dis3-ts or dis3E729K alleles with
the kinetochore mutant allele dam1-1. While dam1-1
alone exhibited an extreme increase of large budded
cells compared to WT, indicative of a G2/M cell cycle
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arrest, the introduction of either the dis3E729K or dis3-
ts allele significantly reduced the percentage of large
budded cells (Figure 4(b)). This suggests that muta-
tions in DIS3 alter aspects of mitotic arrest arising
from kinetochore dysfunction, potentially explaining
the observed changes in benomyl sensitivity among
dis3 mutants, the dis3-ts ctf phenotype, and negative
genetic interactions observed with alleles of DIS3 and
the mitotic chromosome segregation apparatus (e.g.
dam1-1 dis3E729K (Figure 2(c)). Alternatively, it is also
possible that dis3-ts and dis3E729K may slow the cell
cycle and influence benomyl resistance and mitotic
fidelity, as it was recently shown that slowing the yeast
cell cycle can improvemitotic fidelity by allowing time
for normal corrective mechanisms to work [30].

Mutations in the DIS3 exonuclease domain cause
genome instability, but not DNA damage

Previous work showed that dis3-ts exhibited a CIN
phenotype using an artificial chromosome fragment
loss reporter [13]. Our data suggests that dis3E729K

may also induce CIN, through its influence onmitotic
progression in the context of kinetochore dysfunction.
To test CIN on endogenous chromosomal markers,
and extend this to include the dis3E729K allele, we
measured instability of chr III using the A-like faker
(ALF) assay that measures loss of the native MAT
locus [31,32]. We observed a significant increase in
the frequency of ALF colonies for both dis3-ts and
dis3E729K (Figure 5(a,b)). We observed no increase,
relative toWT for the dis3-ENDO strain, although the
ALF rates were higher than those of the pDIS3-WT.
Remarkably, when we tested ALF in the dis3-EXO
allele we saw a dramatic 68-fold increase in mating
frequency relative to WT (Figure 5(b)). While it is
unclear why CIN rates are this high in dis3-EXO, we
note that this allele completely ablates the exonuclease

activity and shows slow growth at all tested tempera-
tures, whereas dis3-ts and dis3E729K only show strong
growth defects at temperatures above 34°C.

ALF phenotypes can reflect multiple forms of
CIN, including whole chromosome loss, local dele-
tions or chromosome arm loss, and gene conversion
[31,32]. One mechanism of CIN in RNA processing
mutants that could lead to an ALF phenotype is the
accumulation of DNA:RNA hybrids in genomic
DNA called R-loops [33]. Indeed, previous work
has found that the exosome accessory complex
TRAMP, and the alternative catalytic subunit Rrp6
are involved in suppressing R-loop associated CIN
[34–36]. We assessed R-loop levels by staining chro-
mosome spreads from the strains with the S9.6 anti-
body, which recognizes DNA:RNA hybrids [37].
While this assay confirmed the previously reported
R-loop increase in dis3-ts, we did not find evidence
for R-loops accumulating in dis3E729K. In addition,
S9.6 staining did not indicate excessive R-loops accu-
mulating in dis3-EXO, although we did observe
a small but significant increase in this strain relative
to the plasmid WT control (Figure S2). Thus, stain-
ing with S9.6 did not correlate with the CIN pheno-
type measured by the ALF assay. Given that R-loops
typically lead to double strand breaks and hyper-
recombination due to interference with DNA repli-
cation forks [38], which has been observed in other
DIS3 mutants [36,39], we also measured the fre-
quency of Rad52-YFP foci in the DIS3 alleles. This
analysis showed no increase in Rad52 foci, further
suggesting that mutant-induced DNA damage is not
a likely cause of genome instability (Figure 5(c)).
Indeed, this is consistent with the lack of any sensi-
tivity to genotoxic chemicals which damage DNA
(Table 1; i.e. MMS, HU, camptothecin). Conse-
quently, these data support our hypothesis emerging
from the SGA, benomyl resistance, and dam1-1

Table 1. Growth behaviour of DIS3 mutant alleles under the indicated stress.
Fitness change (relative to wildtype)

Temperatures tested Condition (YPD +) dis3-ts dis3E729K pDIS3-WT dis3-Endo dis3-Exo

25°C, 30°C, 37°C 5-FU 20 μM 0 0 0 0 0
25°C, 30°C, 37°C MMS 0.01% 0 0 0 0 0
25°C, 30°C, 34°C, 37°C HU 100 mM 0 0 0 0 0
25°C, 30°C, 34°C, 37°C Camptothecin 10 μg/ml 0 0 - - -
25°C, 30°C, 34°C, 37°C Nocodazole 4 μg/ml + 0 0 + +
25°C, 30°C, 34°C, 37°C Benomyl 15 μg/ml + + 0 + +

*(0 = no change, – = sensitive, + = resistant)
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suppression data, that mitotic spindle dysfunction
could underlie the CIN phenotype of some DIS3
alleles. Previous studies have observed mitotic appa-
ratus defects in ts-alleles ofDIS3 [3], but did not link
those defects to the exonuclease domain or to
ongoing genome instability.

Perspective

Here we characterize a new allele of DIS3 in yeast,
dis3E729K, which is orthologous to a mutation found
in human cancers. Our results are consistent with
this mutation, as well as dis3-ts, having mitotic
defects, which are similar to those ascribed to the
mtr17-1 allele of DIS3 previously shown to have
abnormal mitotic spindles [3]. Our genome-wide

screening data also supports this relationship with
mitosis, and builds on these previous links of Dis3 to
mitosis [3,4], by validating specific genetic depen-
dencies ofDIS3mutants (e.g. with kinetochore func-
tion) in the context of a cancer-associated point
mutation that exhibits genome instability. However,
hundreds of gene products have altered levels of
expression inDIS3mutant alleles [24] and it remains
difficult to confidently ascribe cellular phenotypes to
specific gene expression changes. Regardless, our
data suggests that exonuclease domain mutations
seen in myelomas could potentially disrupt normal
Dis3 functions to impact the mitotic apparatus and
result in CIN.

More broadly, while various cellular pathways
buffer genome stability directly (e.g. checkpoints
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and repair systems), genes with seemingly unrelated
functions can influence DNA transactions such as
repair, replication, or mitosis, if they have an impact
on critical cellular processes (e.g. transcription,
translation, and cellular energy status). Numerous
RNA processing factors have now been implicated
in genome maintenance and there are at least two
possible models [40]. One model invokes the accu-
mulation of unprocessed RNA leading to R-loops
(DNA:RNA hybrids), which impair DNA replica-
tion causing DNA damage. The other model
involves changes in gene expression that dysregu-
late more direct genome maintenance pathways
such as DNA repair or mitotic function. In mutants
of the DIS3 exonuclease domain, we do not find
evidence of R-loops or DNA damage, suggesting
that altered expression of genome maintenance fac-
tors is more likely driving genome instability.
However, we cannot rule out a more direct role
for Dis3 in mitosis. Regardless, the consequences
of mitotic dysregulation by DIS3mutants lead us to
a speculative model in which specific myeloma-
associated mutations impair normal cellular mitotic
functions. In the longer term, through understand-
ing the impact of cancer specific Dis3 mutations on
molecular function, we expect that this information
can be applied to a more complete description of
DIS3 mutant function in myeloma.

Materials and methods

Yeast growth and strains

Yeast were grown in rich media at 30°C by standard
procedures unless otherwise noted. The pDIS3-WT,
dis3-EXO and dis3-ENDO alleles were created by
plasmid shuffle [19]. Additional strains were taken
from the collections described below (see Methods:
‘synthetic genetic array’). Strains used in this study are
listed in Table S3.

Chromosome instability assays

For A-like faker (ALF), 9 independent colonies of
each MATα mutant strain were inoculated over-
night at permissive temperature in complete
media. The next day, 100 μl of the saturated over-
night cultures was mixed with 300 μL of a MATα
mating tester strain, spun down, and resuspended

in 100 μl distilled water. These MATα mixtures
were then spotted on synthetic media lacking all
supplements and only permitting prototrophic
mated progeny to form colonies [31]. As well,
the saturated overnight cultures were diluted by
1:100,000 and plated on complete media to ascer-
tain colony viability. Plates were incubated at 30°C,
and colonies counted once visible (typically after
3–4 days). Frequencies were calculated by dividing
the number of colonies on depleted media by the
colony count on complete media (which was mul-
tiplied by the dilution factor).

Synthetic genetic array

High-throughput screens were performed using
the MATa non-essential gene deletion collection
[21], a ts-allele collection [23], and the Decreased
Abundance by mRNA Perturbation (DAmP) col-
lection [22]. All array manipulation was done with
a Singer RoToR HDA. Media and steps were mod-
ifed from Tong et al., 2004 [41]. Briefly, query
strains were expanded on synthetic drop-out
media selecting for the DIS3 allele at permissive
temperature, then mated with the collection
strains on rich media for one day at 30°C.
Colonies were replicated to diploid-selective
media plates for one day; this selection was
repeated twice. Arrayed colonies were then repli-
cated to sporulation media and allowed to grow at
25°C for 7 days. Sporulated arrays were expanded
on haploid selection media in triplicate, and
allowed to grow for roughly 30 hours; this haploid
selection was then repeated a second time. Array
plates were then replicated to haploid selective
plates that carried additional selection for the col-
lection alleles (‘single selection’) and incubated at
30°C for 3 days. Finally, each plate was concur-
rently replicated to single selection, as well as
double selection (which also selects for the query
allele; in this case, DIS3) and allowed to grow for
one further day. Output arrays were scanned as
plate images and colony size was analyzed using
Balony Software [42]. Candidate hits were selected
with a spot size difference (control vs experimen-
tal) cut-off of −0.2 and p-value < 0.05. Positive
interactions were not analyzed for the purposes
of this study.
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Microscopy

Indicated strains were grown overnight at permissive
temperature in appropriate drop-out selection media.
The next day, the overnight cultures were diluted and
imaged after 1.5 hours (once they had resumed
growth), or shifted to the indicated temperatures for
2 further hours prior to imaging. Cultures were
mounted on concanavalin-coated slides and imaged
at 100x magnification on a fluorescent microscope
(Leica) using Metamorph software (Molecular
Devices). Final images were scored using Image
J (rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) as described [13,43]. For Rad52-
YFP and Lsm1-GFP imaging, a minimum of 98 cells
per replicate, >400 in total across all replicates were
counted, imaged in DIC and YFP or GFP channels.

For chromosome spreads, log-phase cultures incu-
bated at 30°C were spheroplasted for 45 minutes at
37°C, treated with 4% paraformaldehyde and 1% lip-
sol, and manually spread onto glass slides. The
following day, slides were incubated for 30 minutes
in blocking buffer (5% BSA, 0.2% milk in PBS) at
room temperature in a humid chamber (which was
also used for all subsequent incubation steps).
Immunostaining was performed with S9.6 antibody
(Kerafast) diluted in blocking buffer (1:1000) for
1 hour at room temperature. Slides were washed
with PBS and incubated with a goat anti-mouse Cy3-
conjugated secondary (Jackson ImmunoResearch
115–165-003) diluted 1:1000 in blocking buffer for
1 hour at 25°C. Slides were washed, mounted with
100 ng/ml DAPI in Vectashield mounting media
(Vector Laboratories H-1000), and imaged as
described above in DAPI and Cy3 channels.
A minimum of 75 cells per replicate and >400 cells
in total across all replicates was counted.

Northern blot

Yeast strains were grown to early-log phase in
YPD at 30°C followed by a temperature shift to
37°C for two hours. Total RNA was extracted
before and after the temperature shift as described
previously by Hopper, Schultz, and Shapiro [44].
Briefly, cell pellets were re-suspended in equal
volumes of ice-cold TSE buffer (0.01M Tris
pH7.5, 0.01M EDTA, 0.1M sodium chloride) and
TSE saturated phenol (pH = 7.4). The mixture was
incubated for 20 minutes at 55°C and vortexed

every 3 minutes. Phases were separated by centri-
fugation at 20,000g for 10 minutes and re-
extracted with phenol. RNA was precipitated over-
night in ethanol at −80°C.

Northern blotting was carried out as previously
described [45]. 4 micrograms of total RNAwas sepa-
rated by electrophoresis on 10% TBE- 7M Urea gels
and transferred onto a Hybond N+ membrane
(Amersham). Gels were stained with 1ug/ml ethi-
dium bromide to detect 5.8S and 5S rRNAs as load-
ing controls. Membranes were cross-linked at
2400 J/m2 (UV Crosslinker, VWR). RNA was
detected on the membrane using 10pmol/ml of
a digoxigenin-labeled (DIG) probe. Probe17
sequence is 5′-GCGTTGTTCATCGATGC-3′ [46].

Fluorescence in situ hybridization

Experiments were performed as previously described
[32]. Briefly, indicated strains were grown overnight
at permissive temperature in appropriate drop-out
selection media. The next day, the overnight cultures
were diluted and, once in log phase, shifted to 37°C
for 3 hours. Cells were fixed with 5% formaldehyde
for 15 min. Hybridization was performed with
a FITC–labeled oligo-dT, a Cy3-labelled probe for
the 5.8S rRNA and Cy5-labelled probe for the ITS2
sequence [29 #1153, 46 #1297]; cultures were then
washed and mounted with mounting media/DAPI
for imaging.

Gene ontology and protein structure analysis

GO analysis was performed using the Generic GO
term finder (http://go.princeton.edu/cgi-bin
/GOTermFinder). Fold enrichments were calculated
by computing the ratio of the number of genes
associated with GO term in the hitlist and the num-
ber of genes associated with the GO term in the
genome. The Dis3 crystal structure (PDB: 2VNU)
[18] was visualized in DeepView (http://www.expasy.
org/spdbv/) [47].
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